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3FMJBCMF�&BTZ�5P�6TF�5FDIOPMPHZ
EVA was uniquely designed for all-day worker comfort. Engineers 
studied the motions, actions, and requests from experts in the 
field to design the most comfortable and user-friendly PAPR on 
the market. 

�7JTVBM�'VFM�(BVHF
The easy to read fuel gauge displays remaining 
battery capacity at a glance. Wearers can check 
battery status at any time while using EVA.

 "DUJWF�'MPX�5FDIOPMPHZ
Another innovation from Bullard, Active Flow Technology 
automatically responds to a worker’s need for more or less air 
flow. This intelligent system is continuously working to maintain 
constant air flow, regardless of filter type, hood type, filter 
loading, or battery capacity. 

 *OUFHSBUFE�"MBSNT
Two distinct audible alarms notify wearers of low battery and low 
air flow. These alarms are designed so the sound of the alarm 
travels through the breathing tube directly to the wearer’s ear. 

%VSBCJMJUZ
EVA is powered by a long-lasting 10,000-hour brushless motor. 
Unlike other motors that can quickly wear out, this durable 
brushless motor is designed for long-term reliable use.

�4JOHMF�'JMUFS�%FTJHO
EVA offers a single filter design for easy use. While other 
manufacturers' PAPRs may require up to three combination filters, 
EVA makes it simple, with a single easy-to-install filter.

�'JMUFS�-PDLJOH�5BC
EVA helps ensure positive filter installation with 
a single click. The filter locking tab notifies the 
user that the filter is in place with both a visual 
indication and audible click.

%JTUJODUJWF�&SHPOPNJD�%FTJHO
The streamlined form factor of EVA makes it 
lightweight, eliminates bulky corners that can dig 
into the wearer’s back, and balances the unit’s 
weight for maximum comfort.

EVA Powered  
Air-Purifying Respirator

www.bullard.com

EVOLUTIONARY AIR
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EVA Systems
A NIOSH approved EVA Powered Air-Purifying Respirator System consists  
of four components:

 (1) Hood or Mask

 (2) Breathing Tube

 (3) Purifying Filter Cartridge

 (4) Blower Assembly

 
Approval No. 21C-0836 Hoods, HE filter 
                 23C-2510 Hoods, OVAG filter 
        21C-0844 Spectrum®, HE 
        23C-2512 Spectrum®, HE, OVAGHE 
        21C-0846 FAMB, HE 
        23C-2511 FAMB, OVAGHE 
        23C-2886 Hoods, Combination

All of these components must be present and properly assembled 
to constitute a NIOSH-approved respirator.

&7"�4FSJFT�1PXFSFE�"JS�1VSJGZJOH�3FTQJSBUPS

3FQMBDFNFOU�)FBEQJFDFT� � �����������������������������������QQ�������
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PAPRs with Single Bib Hoods
t��"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
� 

breathing tube, charger (EVASMC), air flow indicator (PA1AFI), and head  
top (filter not included)

&7"��5+ with 20TJ hood and PA1BT breathing tubed
&7"��5+5 with 20TJ Quick-Attach T-Series hood and  
 PAHBT breathing tube  

�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�


 
PAPRs with Double Bib Tychem® QC Hoods 
t��"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
�CSFBUIJOH�UVCF�DIBSHFS�	&7"4.$
� 

air flow indicator (PA1AFI), and head top with ratchet suspension (filter not included)

&7"��5*$ with 20TIC hood and PA1BT breathing tube
&7"��5*$5 with 20TICT Quick-Attach T-Series hood and PAHBT breathing tube
&7"��5*$4   with 20TICS hood (lens long outer bib, taped seams)  
   and PA1BT breathing tube
&7"��5*$45 with 20TICST Quick-Attach T-Series hood and PAHBT breathing tube

&7"35� with RT1 hood (oversized lens and inflatable neck cuff) and  
 PA1BT breathing tube
&7"35�5 with RT1T Quick-Attach T-Series hood (oversized lens  
 and inflatable neck cuff) and PAHBT breathing tube
&7"35� with RT3 hood (oversized lens and no headband) and PA1BT  
 breathing tube  
&7"35�5 with RT3T Quick-Attach T-Series hood (oversized   
 lens and no headband) and PAHBT breathing tube

�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
 ��5*$�IPPE

��5+�IPPE

 Best Seller
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EVA Systems 

PAPRs with Double Bib Hoods and Head Protection 

t��"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
� 
charger (EVASMC), air flow indicator (PA1AFI), breathing tube, head  
top, and S51R hard hat (filter not included)

 
&7"��5*$)       with 20TICH hood (Tychem® QC) and PA1BT breathing tube
&7"��5*$)5      with 20TICHT Quick-Attach T-Series hood (Tychem® QC)  
                      and PAHBT breathing tube
&7"��4*$)       with 20SICH hood (Tychem® SL) and PA1BT breathing tube
&7"��4*$)5������with 20SICHT Quick-Attach T-Series hood (Tychem® SL)  
                      and PAHBT breathing tube
 
�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�


&7"�4FSJFT�1PXFSFE�"JS�1VSJGZJOH�3FTQJSBUPS

&7"��5*$)

3FQMBDFNFOU�)FBEQJFDFT� � �����������������������������������QQ�������

&7"35�

&7"(3)

EVA Series Assemblies
PAPRs with Double Bib Tychem® SL Hoods (Saranex Coated) 

t��"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
�
charger (EVASMC), air flow indicator (PA1AFI), breathing tube, head top,  
and ratchet suspension (20RT) (filter not included)

&7"��4*$ with 20SICN hood (taped seams) and PA1BT breathing tube
&7"��4*$5 with 20SICNT Quick-Attach T-Series hood (taped seams) and  
 PAHBT breathing tube 
&7"35� with RT2 hood (oversized lens and inflatable neck cuff) and  
 PA1BT breathing tube
&7"35�5 with RT2 Quick-Attach T-Series hood (oversized lens and  
 inflatable neck cuff) and PAHBT breathing tube 
&7"35� with RT4 hood (oversized lens and no headband) and PA1BT  
 breathing tube
&7"35�5 with RT4 Quick-Attach T-Series hood (oversized lens  
 and no headband) and PAHBT breathing tube
 
�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�


PAPRs with Double Bib Nomex Grinding Hoods  
t�"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
� 
   charger (EVASMC), air flow indicator (PA1AFI), breathing tube, head top,  
   and ratchet suspension (20RT) (filter not included)

&7"(3) with GRHRT hood 
&7"(3)5 with GRHRT Quick-Attach T-Series hood

�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
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3FQMBDFNFOU�)FBEQJFDFT� � ���������������������������������������QQ�������

EVA Series Assemblies 
Pandemic Preparedness Systems 
 
t�"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�XJUI�GJMUFS�	1"13'$�
�CFMU�� 
  (EVABELT1), battery (EVABAT1), air flow indicator (PA1AFI),  
  breathing tube (PA20LFBT), and head top

&7"1"/�  PAPR System with 20LF2L loose-fitting facepiece, 
HE Filter, Single Charger

&7"1"/�  PAPR System with 20LF2L loose-fitting facepiece, 
HE Filter, No Charger

&7"1"/3  PAPR System with 20LFL loose-fitting facepiece, 
HE Filter, Single Charger  

   
 
 

EVA Series Assemblies  
PAPRs with Loose-Fitting Facepieces  
t��Assemblies include blower (EVA1), belt (EVABELT1), battery (EVABAT1), 

charger (EVASMC1), air flow indicator (PA1AFI), breathing tube 
(PA20LFBT), and head top with suspension (filter not included)

t�1"13�4ZTUFN�XJUI�MPPTF�GJUUJOH�GBDFQJFDF

&7"��-'- with 20LFL loose-fitting facepiece
&7"��-'. with 20LFM loose-fitting facepiece

&7"��-'�- with 20LF2L loose-fitting facepiece
&7"��-'�. with 20LF2M loose-fitting facepiece
&7"��-'�4 with 20LF2S loose-fitting facepiece

�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�


&7"��-'-

&7"1"/�

EVA Series Assemblies
PAPRs with Full-Face Masks  
t��"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
� 

charger (EVASMC), air flow indicator (PA4AFI), breathing tube (PASPECBT),  
and mask (filter not included)

&7"41&$-  with Med/Large Spectrum® Full-Face Mask
&7"41&$4 with Small Spectrum® Full-Face Mask

�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�


PAPRs with Half-Face Masks 
 
t�"TTFNCMJFT�JODMVEF�CMPXFS�	&7"�
�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�
�CBUUFSZ�	&7"#"5�
�DIBSHFS�� 
   (EVASMC), air flow indicator (PA4AFI), breathing tube (PAFAMBT) and mask   
  (filter not included)

&7"'".- with Large FAM2L Half-Face Mask
&7"'".. with Medium FAM2M Half-Face Mask
&7"'".4 with Small FAM2S Half-Face Mask

�"EE�%#�TVGGJY�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�&7"#&-5��GPS�EFDPO�CFMU�	&7"#&-5�


&7"41&$-

&7"'"..
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EVA Series Replacement Blowers
&7"�  Blower Unit only
&7"�  Blower, Belt (EVABELT1), Battery (EVABAT1), Charger (EVASMC)  
&7"� Blower, Belt (EVABELT1), Battery (EVABAT1) 
&7"� Blower, Belt (EVABELT1), Battery (EVABAT1), HE Filter (PAPRFC3)
&7"� Same as EVA2 with EVABAT2 Battery (for masks)
&7"� Same as EVA3 with EVABAT2 Battery (for masks)
&7"� Same as EVA4 with EVABAT2 Battery (for masks)

 

EVA Series Replacement Filters and Cartridges
1"13'$�          HE Filter (6 per package)
1"13'$�  OVAGHE Filter - Organic vapors, Chlorine, Chlorine Dioxide, Sulfur 

Dioxide, Hydrogen Chloride, Hydrogen Fluoride, and  
High  Efficiency Particulate (6 per package)

1"13'$�  Combination Filter, Ammonia, Formaldehyde, Chlorine, Chlorine  
Dioxide, Sulfur Dioxide, Hydrogen Chloride, Hydrogen Fluoride, 
Methylamine, High Efficiency Particulate (6 per package)

 
1"13'$�*$1 Filter storage cap (3 pack), PAPRFC4 Inlet
1"13'$��$1 Filter storage cap (3 pack), PAPRFC3/PAPRFC4 Outlet
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EVA Series Batteries   

&7"#"5� Battery (black) for use with hoods and loose-fitting facepieces 
&7"#"5� Battery (green) for use with tight-fitting masks 

EVA Series Chargers   

&7"4.$ Charger, Single Port
&7"4.$�  Charger, Single Port Analyzer 

&7"4.$"6 EVASMC for Australia 
&7"4.$&6 EVASMC for Europe
&7"4.$6, EVASMC for United Kingdom 
 
&7"($ Charger, Six Port Gang
&7"4.$14� Power Supply, EVASMC, EVASMC2,  
 EVAHLSMC, EVAHLSMC2 
 
 

&7"�4FSJFT�1PXFSFE�"JS�1VSJGZJOH�3FTQJSBUPS

1"13'$�*$1

&7"#"5� &7"#"5�

&7"($

&7"4.$"6 &7"4.$&6 &7"4.$6,

&7"4.$ &7"4.$�

1"13'$� 1"13'$�
1"13'$�

."99-JGF�$BMDVMBUPS
5IF�VMUJNBUF�UPPM�GPS�DBMDVMBUJOH 
SFTQJSBUPS�DBSUSJEHF�QSPUFDUJPO 

MAXXLife is a user-friendly calculator that helps measure the service 
life of combination air-purifying respirator cartridges from Bullard. 
MAXXLife lets you manage the life of your cartridge. Just follow the 
step-by-step MAXXLife Calculator program to determine how long 
you can use your cartridge before it needs to be replaced.

Download it at www.bullard.com

1"13'$�0$1

&7"�
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EVA Series Replacement Parts and Accessories

&7"#&-5�           Belt, closed cell, chemically resistant, combination  
                         comfort and decon

&7"#&-5� Belt, closed cell, chemically resistant, vinyl decon

&7"&95� Extender belt  
 
 

 
1"134641� Suspenders, vinyl

&7"--,*5 Lever Lock Kit for EVA Back Plate

1"134$� Decon Shower Cap for EVA HE filter (PAPRFC3)

1"134$� Decon Shower Cap for EVA OVAGHE filters (PAPRFC4, PAPRFC5)

1"131'� Pre-Filter (120 pk) for EVA OVAGHE filters (PAPRFC4,PAPRFC5)

1"131'$07&3� Pre-Filter Cover for EVA OVAGHE filters (PAPRFC4,PAPRFC5)

&7"#1� Back Plate for EVABELT1

&7"#1� Back plate for EVABELT2

&7"#6$,-& Replacement buckle for EVABELT1 and EVABELT2

&7"$"1#-, Vinyl Storage Cap Black (3 pk)

&7"$"13&% Vinyl Storage Cap Red (3 pk)

&7"�4FSJFT�1PXFSFE�"JS�1VSJGZJOH�3FTQJSBUPS

&7"--,*5

1"134641�

1"134$� 1"131'$07&3�

&7"#1� &7"$"1#-,

1"131'�

&7"#6$,-&

&7"$"13&%

1"134$�

&7"#&-5�

&7"#&-5�

&7"&95�

3FQMBDFNFOU�)FBEQJFDFT� � �������������������������������������Q�������
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